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Abstract
Many dynamic optimization and/or binary translation
systems hold optimized/translated superblocks in a code
cache. Conventional code caching systems suffer from
overheads when control is transferred from one cached
superblock to another, especially via register-indirect
jumps. The basic problem is that instruction addresses in
the code cache are different from those in the original program binary. Therefore, performance for register-indirect
jumps depends on the ability to translate efficiently from
source binary PC values to code cache PC values.
We analyze several key aspects of superblock chaining
and find that a conventional baseline code cache with
software jump target prediction results in 14.6% IPC loss
versus the original binary. We identify the inability to use
a conventional return address stack as the most significant
performance limiter in code cache systems. We introduce a
modified software prediction technique that reduces the
IPC loss to 11.4%. This technique is based on a technique
used in threaded code interpreters.
A number of hardware mechanisms, including a specialized return address stack and a hardware cache for
translated jump target addresses, are studied for efficiently
supporting register-indirect jumps. Once all the chaining
overheads are removed by these support mechanisms, a
superblock-based code cache improves performance due to
a better branch prediction rate, improved I-cache locality,
and increased chances of straight-line fetches. Simulation
results show a 7.7% IPC improvement over a current generation 4-way superscalar processor.

1. Introduction
In recent years a number of systems have been proposed and developed that dynamically translate and/or
optimize binary programs from one instruction set to another. Virtually all these systems first map the source binary code into superblocks [19] – code sequences with one
entry point and multiple exit points – then translate and/or
optimize the superblocks and place them in a code cache
for repeated execution on the target platform. When executing within a superblock, performance is enhanced, both

because of optimizations that may have been done and
because of straight-line instruction fetching that naturally
occurs. However, when making transitions from one
cached superblock to another, there is a potential for performance loss. For example, if a code cache lookup
mechanism must be invoked before each new superblock
can be entered, then all performance gains would likely be
lost (and then some). One commonly used optimization is
to chain superblocks together so that one can immediately
branch to the next, but this method only works with direct
branches1. For indirect jumps, the problem is more difficult
and remains a problem in many systems.
In this paper, we study architecture support for efficient
control transfers among superblocks being held in a code
cache. This support is in the form of a few new instructions
and some simple underlying hardware structures. The new
instructions could be added to an existing instruction set.
(To improve Java performance, Sun Microsystems recently
added an instruction that improves indirect jump prediction
in their UltraSPARC IIIi processor [32]) Or, if a new proprietary instruction set is the objective, then the architecture support can be included as part of the overall target
instruction set architecture (ISA).

1.1 Dynamic code caching
In general, dynamic code caching systems perform basic block re-layout based on observed run-time program
characteristics. Hence, a dynamic code caching system can
adapt to run-time program behavior changes efficiently.
Also dynamic superblocks provide long sequences of instructions that are highly likely to be executed, ideal for
most dynamic optimization and high performance binary
translation systems.
When program execution begins, the source program
binary image is first interpreted. As interpretation proceeds, basic blocks and/or control transfer edges are profiled to find “hotspots”, i.e. frequently executed code regions, and/or frequently followed control flow paths.
1
Following Alpha ISA convention, we use the term branch for a
control-transfer instruction whose target address is fixed. A register-indirect jump finds the target address by reading a specified
register.

When the profile data indicates that a certain portion of the
program is being frequently executed, then control is
passed to a translator (and/or optimizer). The translator
forms a superblock, typically using profile data, translates
the superblock, and places it in the code cache. It also
places an entry in a dispatch table, i.e. a hash table that
maps source binary program counter values (SPCs) to
translated binary program counter values (TPCs). As the
program continues, whenever there is a branch or jump in
the interpreted code, the hashed SPC is used as an index
into the dispatch table. If there is a hit, control is transferred to the mapped superblock in the code cache via the
TPC. Similarly, when the end of a superblock is reached,
the dispatch table is accessed to find the next superblock
(if it exists). At that point if there is a miss in the dispatch
table, control is passed back to the interpreter. Initially
program execution switches between the interpreter and
the code cache frequently, but eventually the program will
be executed almost entirely within the code cache.

1.2 Code cache control transfers
In the basic code cache scheme just described there is
an obvious steady state performance cost because the dispatch table is accessed every time there is a control transfer
(branch or jump) from one superblock to the next. Typically, this would require several instructions, including at
least two memory accesses, ending in an indirect jump.
Fortunately, direct branches, either conditional or unconditional, are relatively easy to optimize because their (taken)
target addresses do not change during program execution.
Superblocks can be chained together so that a direct branch
from one superblock to another can be made directly without relying on SPC to TPC mapping. Chaining is commonly done in systems that use code caches and is illustrated in Fig. 1.
For indirect transfers, however, the problem is more difficult. Register-indirect jumps have their target addresses
stored in a register, and the register value can change over
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Figure 1. Control transfers among superblocks

the program’s execution. Furthermore, this address is an
SPC value, not a TPC value. This means that the original
jump target address being held in a register must be translated every time the indirect jump instruction is executed,
not only when it is translated. The most straightforward
solution is to consult the dispatch table for every indirect
jump. Hence indirect jumps still have a significant performance cost.
To save table lookup overhead for each and every indirect jump, many dynamic optimizers/translators implement
a form of software-based jump target prediction. In
[2][4][5][10][36], a sequence of instructions compares the
indirect target SPC held in a register against an embedded
translation-time target SPC. A match indicates a correct
“prediction” and the inlined direct branch instruction is
executed; if not, the code jumps to the shared (slow) dispatch code. Although the example in Fig. 2 shows three
sequential predictions, many systems use only one prediction.
If Rx == #addr_1 goto
Else if Rx == #addr_2
Else if Rx == #addr_3
Else hash_lookup(Rx);

#target_1
goto #target_2
goto #target_3
do it the slow way

Figure 2. A code sequence that performs indirect
jump target comparison
The software prediction method is of limited value,
however. First, if the target address is not one of the selected addresses, then time is wasted by testing the possibilities, and the dispatch table lookup has to be performed
anyway. The performance cost of a misprediction is high.
Second, there are a number of indirect jumps that are not
very predictable using this method. For example procedure
returns often have a number of call sites, and therefore a
number of changing targets. Bruening et al. [4] identify the
indirect jump problem as the highest overhead in a code
cache system and report that a hash table lookup takes 15
instructions, while the software comparison of the target of
an indirect jump takes 6 instructions in the x86 ISA.
Previous code cache systems considered the software
prediction technique (along with partial inlining of jump
target code) as an optimization. We find that this technique
is rather a performance limiter, especially for returns, and
we therefore consider alternative methods. We propose an
enhanced software prediction technique and study further
hardware support mechanisms to achieve zero overhead
chaining. We also analyze reasons each method shows
different performance characteristics, especially in terms
of dynamic instruction count expansion and branch prediction performance changes.
The techniques and support mechanisms studied in the
paper can be used to accelerate any type of code cache
systems – dynamic optimizers, high performance binary
translators, or both.

1.3 Related work
There are a variety of systems that use code caching
techniques. First, there are transparent optimization systems that do not perform binary translation, but instead
focus on dynamic optimizations. These systems include:
HP Dynamo [2][4], Wiggins/Redstone [8], Mojo [7], and
the system proposed by Merten et al. [27]. Another set of
systems rely on code caching as part of a sandboxing
framework for program analysis and security enhancement. These systems include DELI [9] and DynamoRIO
[5]. As with the dynamic optimizers, these systems do not
perform binary translation.
A second important class of systems performs binary
translation from one conventional ISA to another (as well
as optimization). For example, Strata [30], UQDBT [34]
are designed to be retargetable to multiple target platforms.
HP Shogun [25] and Aries [37] are used to provide binary
compatibility for the existing ISA programs on a platform
that executes a new instruction set.
The Transmeta Crusoe Processor/Code Morphing Software [15], IBM BOA [1], and the method proposed by
Kim and Smith [24] perform dynamic binary translation
from an existing ISA to a proprietary ISA with performance or power efficiency (or both) as a goal. These systems
use a code cache to hold superblocks. The IBM DAISY
system [10] is similar, except it holds “tree regions” in the
cache rather than superblocks.
Finally, high performance high-level language virtual
machines (e.g., Java VM) that also use superblock-based
code caching technique are emerging [3][35].
With respect to other related systems, there is a clear
similarity with hardware trace caches [17][29] (which also
cache superblocks, not really “traces” in the Multiflow
[26] sense). A hardware trace cache uses hardware rather
than software to form superblocks and to manage the trace
cache. This difference results in a trade-off: hardware trace
caches do not require chaining because the hardware access mechanism is based on source PCs. However, total
cache size and maximum allowable superblock size are
limited by the amount of on-chip, near-processor storage.
It should be noted that hardware trace caches and software
code caches are not mutually exclusive. For example,
many of the above code caching examples [3][4][5][7][34]
[35] run on Pentium 4 processor that employs a hardware
trace cache [17].
RePLay [12] can be considered an aggressive extension
of the hardware trace cache. By converting highly predictable conditional branches into assertions, RePLay increases the average superblock size to the level of software-based code cache systems for more dynamic optimization opportunities.
The system proposed by Merten et al [27] is an innovative hybrid system. Although the code cache is placed in

memory, the transition between native execution and “interpretation” is automatically performed by hardware.
When an optimized superblock is put into the code cache,
its starting TPC is written into the branch target buffer
(BTB). The next time a corresponding branch instruction is
fetched, control is transferred to the optimized superblock
by the BTB. This system also uses the software jump target prediction technique; however when the software prediction fails, program control falls back to the source indirect jump instruction. Therefore no dispatch table lookup is
performed. Sooner or later, the program will again reach
an optimized superblock. A limitation of this approach is
that its application is restricted to dynamic optimization.
Many dynamic binary translation systems, such as codesigned virtual machines and high level programming
language virtual machines, cannot use a hardware interpreter (for executing out-of-code-cache instructions efficiently).
Previously proposed chaining support mechanisms related to our study are explained and compared in their associated subsections.

2. Support for code cache control transfers
2.1 Software-based register-indirect jump chaining methods
In Fig. 3, three different software-based indirect jump
chaining options are depicted for an indirect function call
instruction (e.g. JSR in the Alpha ISA)2. These softwarebased methods affect the underlying hardware branch predictor behavior in a negative way as they convert a single
indirect jump instruction to a sequence of codes including
multiple control transfer instructions. In Fig. 3a, an indirect
jump is converted to an unconditional branch to the shared
dispatch code. The target address prediction rate of the
register-indirect jump in the dispatch code is expected to
be very poor because all indirect jumps lead to the same
dispatch code and a single BTB entry is required to provide all the target addresses.
The conventional indirect jump chaining method based
on software prediction is shown in Fig. 3b. Here, the compare-and-branch code reduces the number of times the
shared dispatch code is executed. Hence the pressure on
the BTB entry for the indirect jump in the dispatch code is
somewhat reduced. However, many times the software
prediction is incorrect and in that case two mispredictions
can happen – one by the conditional branch in the compare-and-branch code, another by the indirect jump in the
2

This type of instruction performs two tasks; (1) it saves the next
instruction SPC to a register, then (2) jumps to the target SPC
stored in a register. The first task is accomplished by a sequence
of load-immediate instructions.
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Figure 3. Software-based jump chaining methods
dispatch code. The conditional branch has less impact because the branch predictor will eventually be trained to
predict the branch as not-taken.
We propose an alternative software method (Fig 3c):
replicate the dispatch code after every register-indirect
jump, thereby allowing “private” target address prediction
in case the superblock construction-time prediction fails.
This way the number of mispredictions by the indirect
jump in the dispatch code is reduced. This option trades off
superblock size, which leads to increased I-cache pressure,
for a better target address prediction rate. The private dispatch code concept is similar to the one used in threaded
code interpreters [11]. However, we are unaware of any
previous proposal or existing system that applies this
“threaded” technique to a dynamically translated/optimized code cache system.

2.2 Jump target-address lookup table
One way to avoid the expensive dispatch table lookup
almost entirely is to maintain a hardware cache of dispatch
table entries. We call this specialized chaining support
feature the Jump Target-address Lookup Table (JTLT).
The JTLT is maintained by the code cache manager and
always provides a correct translated address if there is a
hit. The concept is similar to the software-managed TLBs
used in virtual memory systems.
Fig. 4 shows how a JTLT can be used in conjunction
with a BTB as a checker/predictor pair. An indirect jump
instruction’s target TPC is predicted with the normal BTB.
This predicted target address flows through the pipeline
with the jump instruction itself, just like any other prediction mechanism. When the jump instruction reads the target SPC from its register, the JTLT is searched. If there is a
hit at an entry that matches the predicted TPC, the prediction is correct. There are two ways of mispredicting. First,
the JTLT itself may miss. In that case, the hardware alone
cannot provide the correct target TPC. The jump is not
taken and the next sequential instruction, a branch to the
dispatch code, is executed. Second, even if a JTLT entry is
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Figure 4. Jump Target-address Lookup Table
found, its TPC may be different from the one provided by
the BTB. This is a BTB misprediction and fetch is redirected to the TPC from the JTLT.
A hardware cache of dispatch table entries and associated instructions have been proposed previously. In [31] a
SEARCH_SWITCH_TABLE instruction queries the cache
with the target SPC in a register; the target TPC is written
to another register upon a hit. The next DYNAMIC_GOTO
instruction reads the latter register and jumps to the TPC.
A similar mechanism is proposed in [13]. However, this
method is undesirable in systems where no scratch register
(for keeping the target TPC) is available to the code cache
manager.
It appears that the “Translation Lookaside Buffer” in
[22] is also a hardware cache of dispatch table entries. It is
not clear, however, exactly how the mechanism is used.
If the JTLT is used, a register-indirect jump is not translated to a compare-and-branch code sequence and remains
as an indirect jump. This suppresses dynamic instruction
count expansion found in software-based prediction techniques. However, the BTB/JTLT pair also has a couple of
weaknesses. First, it requires on-chip storage space. In the
Transmeta Crusoe processor a 256-entry “TLB” [15] is
used for this purpose. Assuming a 32-bit SPC and a 16-bit
TPC, a 256-entry fully-associative JTLT uses 1.5KB of
associative memory storage. Second, the BTB/JTLT pair
does not provide a highly accurate return address stack
(RAS) [21] type prediction capability for return instructions.

2.3 Dual-address return address stack
Most modern processors use a RAS mechanism, which
can predict a return instruction’s target address very accurately. In a dynamically managed code cache system, however, a conventional RAS cannot be utilized because the
saved return target address is a SPC while the corresponding TPC is needed for a return target address prediction.
This inability to use a conventional hardware RAS leads to
substantial performance loss, as can be seen in Fig. 5. For
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prediction rates
non-return indirect jumps, the software-based prediction
technique is almost as good as the dynamically trained
BTB. However, returns are a totally different story. Compared to a RAS, a BTB and the software prediction technique result in 34% and 25% more mispredictions, respectively. Interestingly, the BTB performance is actually
lower than the quasi-static software prediction
A specialized RAS mechanism that contains an address
pair, consisting of a return address SPC and its corresponding TPC is shown in Fig. 6. When a return instruction is fetched, the next fetch address is predicted with the
popped TPC. The SPC part of the pair flows down the
pipeline with the return instruction and is compared to the
register value. If the two values do not match, a RAS misprediction is detected and fetch needs to be redirected. If a

JTLT is also used, it can be relied upon to provide the correct target TPC. Otherwise, fetch redirection is accomplished by a branch to the dispatch code. Note that the semantics of this return instruction are slightly different from
the conventional definition – a conventional return always
jumps to the target. Here, if the return prediction is not
correct, the next sequential instruction is executed (or the
JTLT sets the next TPC if used and is hit).
With this specialized RAS, a return is not converted to
the compare-and-branch sequence. The dual address RAS
improves the prediction rate for returns and removes many
extra instructions that would have been generated for a
single return instruction, like the JTLT does.
There are two ways to push a pair of addresses onto the
dual address RAS. The first option is to use a special pushdual-address-RAS instruction that pushes both return addresses. Finding the return target SPC at superblock construction time is simple. If the corresponding TPC is not
found at superblock construction time, an invalid address
is written in the TPC field. Later when the return target
superblock is constructed, the invalid address is replaced
with a valid TPC.
Another way to form a return address pair is to consult
the JTLT when the original return SPC is pushed. With the
JTLT, the return address TPC does not need to be embedded as in the push-dual-address-RAS instruction. When an
instruction that saves a return address is encountered, the
JTLT is searched for a matching TPC. If a match is found,
a pair of return addresses are formed and pushed onto the
dual-address RAS. Note that a conventional loadimmediate instruction pair that saves a return SPC can not
be used in this case. Typically, a load-immediate instruction does not contain a hint to push the RAS. Instead, a
special save-return-address instruction that contains only
the SPC can be used.
In any case, the dual-address RAS should be
pushed/popped for all procedure calls and returns – sometimes even with an invalid TPC to maintain correct prediction order.
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Table 1. Special instructions to reduce indirect chaining overhead
categories
Load long
immediate
to register

Conditional
indirect
jump

Instruction

Description

Save-returnaddress

Save the immediate value (return target SPC) to a register. Also give a hint to the prediction hardware to form a pair of return addresses using JTLT and push it onto the dual-address RAS.

Push-dualaddress-RAS

Contain two immediate values. Save the first immediate value (return target SPC) into a register.
Give a hint to the prediction hardware to push both the first and the second (return target TPC) immediate values onto the dual-address RAS.

Predictedindirect-jump

Conditionally jump using a register (contains jump target SPC). If there is a JTLT miss, do not
jump; the next sequential instruction, an unconditional branch, will branch to the dispatch code.

Predictedreturn

Conditionally jump using a register (contains return target SPC). Give a hint to the prediction hardware to pop the return target TPC from the dual-address RAS. If the RAS prediction is incorrect,
either (a) do not jump or (b) jump to the target TPC from the JTLT if the optional JTLT is used.

Table 2. Summary of indirect jump chaining methods
Indirect jump
chaining method
No_pred.no_pred

Description
Dispatch code?
Always

Sw_pred.sw_pred

When SW prediction failed

Sw_pred.ras
Jtlt.jtlt
Jtlt.ras

When SW prediction failed (non-return jumps)
When RAS prediction failed (returns)
When JTLT missed
When JTLT missed

The dual-address RAS can be thought as a hardware
implementation of the shadow stack mechanism in FX!32
[18]. Similar mechanism was first proposed in [14], then in
[24]. In this paper, we provide an alternative return address
pair construction method utilizing JTLT.

2.4 Summary of special instructions and indirect
jump chaining methods
Table 1 summarizes the special instructions introduced
so far. It should be noted that a code cache system can judiciously choose a subset, based on performance requirements, implementation constraints and hardware budget.
Table 2 summarizes the register-indirect chaining methods that we evaluate. Each is named via a pair of terms
separated by a period; these are the prediction method for
non-return jumps and for returns, respectively. For
example, in the sw_pred.ras method, software prediction
is used for non-return jumps and the dual-address RAS is
used for returns.

3. Evaluation methodology
3.1 Isolating code cache effects
We are primarily interested in the analysis and reduction of code cache chaining overhead, whether used in a
translation or optimization-only implementation, so we

Return prediction mechanism
BTB (an indirect jump in dispatch code)
BTB (a conditional branch plus an indirect
jump in dispatch code)

Related figures
Fig. 3a
Fig. 3b/c

RAS

Fig. 3b, Fig. 6

BTB
RAS

Fig. 4
Fig. 4, Fig. 6

would like to “filter out” the effects of binary optimization
and instruction set translation. Therefore, we evaluate the
proposed methods by using the “identity translation”
where we map the Alpha ISA onto itself and perform no
optimizations (other than superblock formation). Of
course, the methods proposed and studied in this paper can
be applied to systems that dynamically optimize, translate,
or both.
It should be noted that a code caching system without
any optimization techniques (other than automatic code relayout) is in itself an important design point when strict,
bug-for-bug binary compatibility is required.

3.2 Simulation environment
Our aim is to evaluate performance impact of the various chaining mechanisms, including specialized hardware
support. To do this, we have written a code caching system
in C and integrated it with a timing simulator. The simulated code cache system performs all interpretation and
superblock construction in the same sequence as in actual
implementation. The timing simulator part of the simulation system is based on the SimpleScalar 3.0C toolset [6]
and is heavily modified to closely model modern processor
pipeline designs. The same timing simulator without the
code caching facility is also used as a baseline for comparisons. This baseline configuration is referred to as
original.

When program control flow reaches an existing superblock in the code cache, the simulator begins detailed timing simulation. Here the timing simulation starts with an
initially empty pipeline. Similarly if an exit condition from
the code cache is met (i.e., a superblock exit instruction’s
target is not currently cached in the code cache), the mode
is changed to interpretation after the last instruction in the
pipeline is committed. Overall performance is then measured as source instructions per cycle (IPC) for execution of
all cached (and chained) instructions.
To collect statistics, we use the SPEC CPU2000 integer
benchmarks compiled for the Alpha EV6 ISA at the base
optimization level (–arch ev6 –non_shared –
fast). Note that the –fast option includes aggressive
instruction scheduling, procedure inlining, and loop unrolling. The compiler flags are the same as those reported for
Compaq AlphaServer ES40 SPEC CPU2000 submission
results. DEC C++ V.6.1-027 (for 252.eon) and C V.5.9005 (for the rest) compilers were used on Digital UNIX
4.0-1229. The test input set was used for all benchmarks
except for 253.perlbmk, where one of the train input set
(-I./lib diffmail.pl 2 550 15 24 23 100)
was used. All benchmarks were run to completion or 4.3
billion instructions.
NOPs defined in the Alpha ISA are properly recognized
and removed when superblocks are formed. NOPs are usually generated by the compiler to align control-transfer
target addresses to I-cache line boundaries. In original,
NOPs are removed by the hardware in the decoding stage.
We show the performance impact of removing NOPs in

superblocks in section 4.3.
Our superblock formation algorithm is a slightly modified version of Dynamo’s Most Recently Executed Tail
(MRET) heuristic [2]. Unlike Dynamo, we stop constructing a superblock when an indirect jump is encountered. We
use a maximum superblock size of 200 instructions and a
tail execution counter threshold of 50.

3.3 Simulated processor pipeline
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Figure 7. Simulated pipeline showing
misprediction penalties
For the purposes of control transfers, an eight-stage outof-order superscalar processor pipeline simulator is used
(additional pipeline stages for the non-control transfer instructions are not shown). The pipeline is shown in Fig. 7.
Instruction fetch takes two cycles – one cycle for accessing
the I-cache SRAM array and another cycle for shift and
mask operation to select valid fetch target instructions.
Control transfer information such as branch/jump types
and their locations within an I-cache line is pre-decoded
and stored in the I-cache array when the cache line is

Table 3. Simulated microarchitecture parameters
4-way issue microarchitecture

8-way issue microarchitecture

Branch prediction

16K-entry, 12-bit global history g-share branch predictor; 16-entry RAS; 2K-entry, 4-way set associative
BTB; 256-entry fully associative, LRU-replacement JTLT (if used)

Branch predictor
bandwidth

Up to 1 prediction per cycle

L1 I-cache

Up to 2 predictions per cycle

32-KB size, direct-mapped, 2-cycle hit latency
64-byte line size

128-byte line size

Fetch bandwidth

Maximum 4 instructions per cycle;
Fetch continues after the first predicted not-taken
conditional branch;
Fetch stops if a second branch is found

Maximum 8 instructions per cycle;
Fetch continues after the first and second predicted nottaken conditional branches;
Fetch stops if a third branch is found

L1 D-cache

32-KB size, 4-way set-associative, random replacement, 64-byte line size, 2-cycle hit latency

Unified L2 cache
Memory
Decode/issue/
retire bandwidth
Issue window size
Execution resources

1-MB size, 4-way set-associative, random replacement, 128-byte line size, 8-cycle hit latency
128-cycle latency, 64-bit wide, 4-cycle burst

Reorder buffer size

4

8

64
4 integer units, 2 L1 D-cache ports, 2 floatingpoint adders, 2 floating-point multipliers

128
8 integer units, 4 L1 D-cache ports, 4 floating-point adders, 4 floating-point multipliers

128

256

4. Performance results
We first consider characteristics of cached code (Table
4). From the 3rd column of the table, it is apparent that all
benchmark programs almost always execute within the
code cache – even for these very short (in real terms)
benchmark runs. On the other hand, the total static code
cache size in the 5th column indicates that the code working set sizes of the benchmark programs, with possible
exception of 176.gcc, are fairly small. Of primary interest
in this data is the average number of instructions between
taken control transfer instructions in the last column. On
average, dynamic superblock caching achieves about a
two-fold increase compared to original program execution.
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1
164.gzip

instruction count expansion rate

brought into the I-cache. All branch prediction mechanisms, i.e., branch (direction) predictor, BTB, and RAS
can be configured as either single-cycle or two-cycle. This
is to model the effect of multi-cycle branch prediction
mechanisms [20] found in current pipelined processors.
For example, the IBM POWER4 [33] and AMD Opteron
[23] have such multi-cycle predictors which create fetch
bubble(s) even for correctly predicted taken branches. Regarding predicted directions of conditional branches, when
there is a disagreement between branch predictor and BTB
for a conditional branch, the branch prediction overrides
the BTB prediction.
For machine resources, we use two sets of microarchitecture parameters (Table 3). The first set models a moderate-width processor, similar to current generation designs.
The second set models a relatively aggressive processor.
All evaluations are done with the 4-way issue microarchitecture, except where noted.

Figure 8. Dynamic instruction count expansion
Another important statistic is the number of extra instructions generated by indirect chaining methods. Fig. 8
shows the dynamic instruction count expansion rates when
the dispatch code consumes 20 instructions. It is obvious
that without any register-indirect jump chaining support, as
in the no_pred.no_pred method, program performance will
be unacceptable as 35% more instructions have to be executed.
Conventional
software
prediction
in
sw_pred.sw_pred method cuts the number to about 16% by
executing only the relatively short compare-and-branch
code when the prediction is correct (Both shared and
threaded versions result in the same instruction count expansion). Providing a dual-address RAS reduces another
10.6% of the total instructions. This is not only because
return instructions now seldom reach the dispatch code,
but also because the compare-and-branch code is not generated for a source return instruction. Similarly, JTLT removes almost all extra instructions for all jumps.

Table 4. General superblock characteristics

Benchmark

No. of dynamic
source instructions

% of instructions executed in
code cache

No. of
static
superblocks

Total cached
code size
(bytes)

Superblock
completion
rate

Average number of instructions between
taken control transfer instructions
original

code cache

164.gzip
175.vpr
176.gcc
181.mcf

3.50 billion
1.54 billion

0.9999
0.9996

366
467

53,188
74,284

0.76
0.58

13.6
13.7

27.3
28.2

1.89 billion
259 million

0.9938
0.9989

11,599
214

1,877,468
23,472

0.73
0.70

9.7
8.7

19.1
10.1

186.crafty

4.18 billion

0.9995

1,665

336,164

0.55

12.7

30.0

197.parser
252.eon
253.perlbmk
254.gap

4.07 billion
95 million
4.29 billion
1.2 billion

0.9996
0.9899
0.9998
0.9978

2,441
633
426
2,630

335,948
79,756
356,164
411,768

0.77
0.88
0.91
0.80

8.1
14.3
10.4
9.9

13.9
23.6
18.8
19.2

255.vortex

4.29 billion
4.29 billion

0.9991
0.9999

2,547
235

707,212
27,100

0.91
0.96

10.7
14.0

36.3
20.1

0.9946

873

127,940

256.bzip2
300.twolf
Average

253 million

0.9977

0.61

14.5

23.2

0.76

11.7

22.5

4.1 Branch prediction performance

dispatch code. A threaded version, sw_pred.sw_pred
(threaded) reduces this type of mispredictions by 44%

Chaining has a significant effect on a program’s branch
prediction characteristics because it can add extra controltransfer instructions or can even remove some source control transfer instructions (i.e., unconditional direct branches
inside a superblock). For direct conditional branches,
chaining does not change prediction performance significantly. Nonetheless, a lower number of taken branches and
inlined unconditional branches tend to reduce pressure on
the branch prediction hardware. On the other hand, chaining of register-indirect jumps does have a large effect on
branch prediction performance, and each scheme exhibits
different branch prediction characteristics. Fig. 9 shows
detailed breakdown of all control transfer mispredictions
that are resolved after the instruction is executed.
First, note that the performance impact of registerindirect jump mispredictions was not very significant in
the original program execution. However their effect is
exacerbated in a code cache system. The conventional
chaining method, sw_pred.sw_pred, experiences 46%
more mispredictions than original. This increase is mostly
due to the mispredictions of the indirect jump in the shared

thanks to the private dispatch code. However it still generates 23% more mispredictions than original. Introducing
the dual-address RAS further reduces the indirect jump
misprediction to the level of original.
The JTLT also reduces mispredictions by cutting the
dispatch code execution frequency. However, j t l t . j t l t still
has 24% more mispredictions than the original program
execution. This is about the same as the best softwarebased method, sw_pred.sw_pred (threaded). This may
seem surprising at first but it does make sense considering
the prediction performance in Fig. 5.
The best method, jtlt.ras, has 5.6% fewer overall mispredictions than original due to a reduction in conditional
branch mispredictions. This is possible because fewer
taken branches reduce negative interference in the branch
predictor pattern history table [28].
It should be pointed out that branch prediction performance comes close to the original program only after introducing the dual-address RAS. Interestingly, sw_pred.ras
produces fewer mispredictions than jtlt.jtlt, the hardwareintensive technique.
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Figure 9. Classification of control transfer mispredictions
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We believe the following factors contribute to the difference in results:
• Efficiency of hardware prediction mechanisms: the
PA-8000 processor, used in [2], does not predict indirect jumps and always stalls fetch until the target address is resolved [16]. Hence, converting a registerindirect jump to the software prediction compare-andbranch code greatly reduces fetch stall cycles in the
PA-8000. In contrast, our simulation model predicts
jump target with a BTB and does not stall fetch, so a
similar benefit is not realized. This is confirmed by
[4]: where the Dynamo system was ported to a Pentium II platform (which does predict indirect jump targets with a BTB), resulting in substantial slowdowns
due to indirect jumps – even worse than we report
here.
• Differences in the superblock formation algorithm: we
stop constructing a superblock whenever an indirect
jump is encountered. Hence some straight-line fetch
optimization opportunities are not exploited.
Returning to Fig. 11, a threaded version,
sw_pred.sw_pred (threaded), performs 3.2% better than
the conventional sw_pred.sw_pred, showing that indirect
jump prediction performance improvements more than
offset any losses in I-cache performance when replicated
dispatch code is used. Even this best performing softwareonly method still lags original program performance by
11.4%.
It is only after specialized hardware mechanisms are introduced that the identity-translation code cache system
outperforms original program execution. Referring to
j t l t . j t l t , the introduction of the JTLT greatly enhances
performance both by suppressing extra instructions and in
improving predictor performance. As a result, j t l t . j t l t
achieves a 4.6% performance improvement over original.
However, even more important is the effect of the dualaddress RAS. This is evident in the sw_pred.ras method;
2.1% IPC improvement is achieved without requiring any
extra on-chip storage as in the JTLT. This is a 15.4% improvement over the best performing software-only method
(and a 19.6% improvement over the conventional method,
sw_pred.sw_pred). Finally, combining both the JTLT and

4.2 I-cache performance
Another important program characteristic that can be
affected by the chaining method is I-cache performance.
Fig. 10 shows that, in general, superblock-based code
caching helps reduce I-cache misses, except for the
threaded variation which suffers more I-cache misses due
to the replicated dispatch code. That is, improved I-cache
locality by superblock caching works to offset increased Icache pressure from chaining (as is implied by the dynamic instruction count increase).
sw _pred.sw _pred
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Figure 10. Number of I-cache misses
Of special interest is the dramatic miss reduction in
164.gzip. Here, code re-layout eliminates cache thrashing.
Although this is a valid optimization, it is probably limited
to direct-mapped caches. If 164.gzip is omitted, the best
methods that use JTLT show a 6.3% I-cache miss reduction. (24.3% if 164.gzip is included).

4.3 IPC performance
Fig. 11 shows overall performance in terms of the
original source IPC. The results show that the conventional
indirect jump method that relies on software prediction
(sw_pred.sw_pred) performs poorly, resulting in 14.6%
IPC loss. Here, improved fetch bandwidth is offset by the
chaining overhead, mostly due to increased branch mispredictions and extra instructions. Interestingly, this result
contradicts previous results reported in [2] where a 6%
speedup is reported just through superblock code caching.
original
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Figure 11. IPC comparisons
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dual-address RAS (j t l t . r a s ) results in a 7.7% IPC improvement over original.
Next we consider the effect of Alpha NOP removal in
superblocks. The benefit can be seen by looking at the performance of jtlt.ras (retain NOPs). If not removed, these
NOPs put more pressure than necessary on the fetch
mechanism and reduce effective fetch bandwidth. The results show that 1.5% of the total 7.7% IPC improvement
comes from NOP removal in superblocks.
jtlt.ras
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(a) 4-way issue, two-cycle prediction latency
jtlt.ras

In this paper, we studied in detail variety of code cache
chaining techniques including several specialized architecture support mechanisms. We identify the lack of accurate
return prediction as the biggest performance limiter in code
caching systems. We showed that the dual-address return
address stack is a cost-effective solution to enhance the
performance of a code caching system. The jump targetaddress lookup table – a hardware cache of the dispatch
table – also helps to further reduce the chaining overhead.
Other aspects of chaining were also enhanced; a dynamic
threaded code technique was applied to improve the software-based jump prediction method.
In summary, the techniques studied in this paper can be
used in many code caching systems. For co-designed virtual machine systems, the full set of specialized hardware
mechanisms can be used. Other systems can judiciously
select the most cost-effective mechanisms. Even the
strictly software-based code cache systems can benefit
from the dynamic threaded code technique.
As the importance of dynamic optimization and binary
translation grows, we believe the mechanisms studied in
this paper will provide a high performance base framework
to develop further optimizations.
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5. Conclusions

(b) 8-way issue, two-cycle prediction latency

Figure 12. Effects of machine parameters
Fig. 12a shows the IPC performance improvement
(jtlt.ras IPC over original program IPC) when the effect of
two-cycle predictors is accounted for. Here, both suffer
from fetch bubbles generated by taken branches and
jumps. However, the reduced number of taken branches in
jtlt.ras allows it to tolerate the predictor latencies better. On
average, jtlt.ras performs better than original by 12.8%.
Finally the effect of larger maximum fetch bandwidth
that would be necessary to support a rather aggressive 8way issue processor is shown in Fig. 12b. Here, predictor
latencies are set at two-cycles. The results show that superblock caching scales better with increased I-cache line
size and branch prediction bandwidth. On average, relative
IPC improvement of jtlt.ras over original is 18.8%.
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